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INTRODUCTION TO SCREEN 
PRINTING
Getting Messy is the Fun Part.

Practically speaking, screen printing 
is not a complicated process. It is 
nothing more than pushing a thin 
layer of ink through a stencil image 
on a fabric screen. But screen 
printing is like magic. Ask any 
practicing screen printer, no matter 
how many prints they have 
produced, and they will admit to you 
that they still experience a rush of 
joy and anticipation in pulling the 
squeegee, lifting up the screen 
frame, and revealing their printed 
artwork each time.

SCREEN PRINTING
Screen printing is a constant 
wonder, it is a contrasting mix of 
satisfying outcomes and 
unanticipated surprises. 

If you are just getting started as a 
beginning printer, your first printed 
image may not be perfect, and 
that’s okay! The splotches, spots or 
imperfections are a part of the 
beauty of the screen printing 
process. The secret of screen 
printing is to allow these outcomes, 
and maybe even embrace them. If 
as artists we wanted something 
printed perfectly, we could buy a 
laser printer.

And even then, if you don’t like your 
print, you just lower the screen back 
down and pull the squeegee again.

As you continue to print and 
become a more experienced screen 
printer, you will be able to anticipate 
and remove imperfections. But, 
believe us, many screen printers 
work arduously to perfect their craft, 
only to wish they could re-inject their 
work with the vibrancy and surprise 
of their messier days as novice 
printers. One of the main goals of 
screen printing (besides creating 
beautiful artwork we can be proud 
of) is realizing that the process is just 
as much fun as the outcome. So 
have fun, and make a mess.
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CREATING YOUR WORKSPACE
Before you begin printing, you’ll need a usable space in which to 
print. When deciding where to print, here is what to consider: 

• ACCESS TO WATER: For cleaning screens and tools or washing
out screens. Bathtubs, showers, and utility sinks work great, as
do large kitchen sinks.

• A FLAT SURFACE TO PRINT: A table that you don’t mind getting
dirty or a workbench works perfectly.

• AN AREA TO DRY YOUR PRINTS: Whether you are printing
posters or shirts, you will want a large area for laying all your
prints out to dry. A low-traffic stretch of floor can always do the
job in a pinch.

basic tools 

A squeegee 
A typical squeegee is either a flexible plastic blade or a long 
rubber blade in a wooden handle. Speedball produces a variety of 
sizes and styles of squeegees including plastic or wood handles 
and 3 different types of rubber. No matter which squeegee you 
are using, keep in mind that your squeegee blade should be semi-
flexible, straight, and clean with no nicks, dents or crud.

B screen
The “screen” in screen printing is the wooden or aluminum framed 
fabric through which you print. In the past, silk was the fabric of 
choice for these screens — which is why the technique was called 
silkscreen — but now all screens are polyester. Thread-per-inch 
“meshes” determine the resolution of the screen. Screens with 
high mesh (200–300) can print fine detail, and let less ink through 
the screen. Lower 85–150 mesh screens print less detail, but let 
more ink through, which is helpful printing textiles or a thick ink 
like white. Speedball carries screens ranging from 85–305 mesh. 
All Speedball kits have a 110 mesh. 

The mesh on a brand new screen can carry some oils, dust, and 
dirt from the manufacturing process, and can be problematic 
for emulsion and/or drawing fluid to adhere. We recommend 
"degreasing" new screens by lightly scrubbing the mesh with a 
scrub brush, soap or Speedball Speed Clean, and water before 
using in order to remove any oils or debris and create a slightly 
more toothy surface.

♦ For effective printing, the tension of your screen should feel
tight. IMPORTANTLY, this means that the mesh of this fabric
is also extremely fragile. A slight bump to a sharp corner,
or running something jagged over the screen can cause it
to rip and pop. Please be careful. If a screen is popped or
ripped you can either replace the screen fabric or purchase a
complete new screen.

Before using your screen, you should tape up the seams where 
the fabric and the frame meet on both the top and bottom of the 
screen. This will help with the structural integrity of the screen, 
and keep water and ink from collecting in the seams of the 
screen frame.

C ink
Speedball produces both fabric inks as well as acrylic inks (for 
printing on flat paper.) They are both water-based inks, contain 
no fumes, and clean up with soap and water. The inks come in a 
broad range of premixed colors, but can always be mixed together 
to create custom colors. 

♦ Both acrylic and fabric inks can be used to print on paper,
but only fabric ink will work on fabric!

D modifiers
There are ink modifiers available as well; extender and transparent 
base create  transparent color and retarder base slows drying time 
of inks. Obviously, water is essential for cleanup, but since you are 
using water-based inks, water can also be an asset while printing 
as well. 
• Add a bit of water to thin out thick ink for easier printing.

Ink should feel “yogurty.”
• A couple spritzes from a spray bottle is a great way to keep

your ink and screen from drying out while you’re printing.

E media
PAPER
When printing on paper it is best to print on as thick a piece of paper 
as possible. Paper is measured in pounds (lbs) and categorized 
by text (thin) and cover (thick). Text weight papers will be way too 
thin for water-based inks and will wrinkle and warp. Paper stock 
labeled “80lb” cover or heavier will be a dream to print on. Also, 
make sure to print on an “uncoated” paper — which means the 
paper does not have a shiny coating on it. Water-based inks can 
have a hard time adhering to coated paper. 

E media 
FABRIC (SHIRTS, ETC.) 
When printing on fabric, first make sure you are printing with inks 
made for fabric printing. Other water-based inks will just wash 
right out when put through the laundry. After printing on fabric 
your ink will dry, but you still need to “cure” your ink to the fabric, 
also known as heat setting. Speedball water-based fabric inks 
can be cured by using a household iron. Check your iron settings 
compared to the fabric you printed on. Use only fabrics that can 
be subjected to temperatures of at least 275°-375° F. Do not use 
nonporous fabrics such as nylon. Place a piece of paper (simple 
copy paper is best) over top of your printed design and cure with 
a hot iron for 1-2 minutes. 

F frame base/hinge clamps (optional)
A Speedball frame base or hinge clamps can assist in keeping the 
frame stationary while printing, instead of having to hold the frame 
yourself. Some Speedball kits include the frame base. The frame 
base requires attaching the included hinges to the base and frame 
to allow the frame to be held in place and easily lifted up and down 
during the print process. A kick leg is included with every frame 
base to help prop up a frame between prints.

Hinge clamps also hold the screen in place and allow for lifting up 
and down during printing, but do not include a pre-installed base 
or kick leg. The hinge clamps are typically installed permanently 
onto the chosen print surface (ie. print table or plywood board.)

G additional helpful tools 
• Mixing bowl and spatula — essential for creating custom mixed

colors.
• Sponges or rags — you’re going to need to clean up sometime.
• Speedball Speed Clean™, Speedball Pink Soap™ or dish soap –

helps clean screens and tools more effectively.
• Scrub brush — primarily for agitating and removing Screen

Filler, or photo emulsion out of the screen.
• Masking tape, Painter's Tape or Speedball®’s Blue Block Out

Tape — essential for numerous purposes.
• Apron and rubber gloves for printing and working with emulsion.

hinge pin kickleg

kickleg pilot hole

pilot hole

top (recessed)

bottom (flat)
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SELECTING YOUR PRINT TECHNIQUE
There are three primary means of producing a screen 
printed image, each one with their own features, 
benefits, and limitations. Before getting started, read 
through these descriptions to see which technique 
best suits your artwork and interest, or matches the kit 
purchased. 

.



CUT PAPER STENCIL 

best for: 
• Fast, graphic image making
• Introducing yourself to the screen printing technique

features: 
This technique relies on cutting your stencil out of thin paper. 
Given its simplicity, it requires the least amount of preparation, but 
paper stencils also allow for limited detail. 

DRAWING FLUID & SCREEN FILLER 

best for: 
• Hand-drawn/painted imagery
• Greater detail and control without need for exposure

features: 
Drawing fluid and screen filler work together to create a painted 
stencil. This is an effective technique for detailed hand-drawn 
images, or images with a “painterly” quality.

PHOTO EMULSION 

best for: 
• Creating a photographic stencil of a

pre-printed black and white image. 

features: Photo emulsion allows for highest fidelity and detail.
Almost anything you can print from a black and white printer you 
can expose as a photo stencil. Because of the specific tools and 
intricate steps, this is also the most complicated technique. 
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creating your artwork
• With a pencil, draw your image on a sheet of

Bienfang® Graphics 360™ paper. (A)
• Allow for at least a 2” margin on all sides between

your image and the inside of your screen frame. (Fig. 1)
• Using your craft knife (B) on top of a cutting mat or other safe

cutting surface, cut your drawn image out, creating your paper
stencil. (Fig. 2)

♦Other paper such as rice paper, wax paper, and acetate can
at times be a suitable paper stencil media as well.

♦ Keep in mind the fundamental rule of any cut stencil: any
shape can easily be cut into a stencil, but a shape within
another shape is impossible because the middle shape falls
out. (Once you become more experienced with cut paper
stencil you may be able to carefully place free-floating
counter-form shapes on your print surface before printing.)

Position your paper stencil under your screen in preparation for 
printing. Pat yourself on the back and relish the available hours 
that still stretch ahead of you because of all the time you just 
saved making a paper stencil. 

1CUT PAPER STENCIL

necessary tools

A Bienfang® Graphics 360™ Marker Paper
B Craft Knife

 B A

 2

creating your print
See “Creating Your Workspace” (Pg. 3) for  tool and 
workspace descriptions. 

off-contact 
To create a cleaner and crisper printed image, it helps to have the 
mesh slightly up off your print surface until the moment you press 
it down onto the surface with your print stroke. This is called “off-
contact.” A coin taped under each bottom corner of your screen 
can be an effective way to provide enough “off-contact” for the 
mesh before you print.

paper
One of the keys to a successful print is making sure your paper is 
in the right place every time. This is especially true when printing 
a multi-color image, which requires the art to be lined up, or “in 
registration.”

With your screen frame secured (if necessary — see “frame base/
hinge clamps” in “creating your workspace”), place your sheet 
of paper underneath your screen and adjust your sheet so that it 
is placed accurately in relation to your image stencil. (If you are 
using paper stencils, this is as easy as making sure your paper 
stencil and paper are aligned and centered underneath your 
screen.) You may need to lift and lower your screen a few times to 
check placement.

Once your print paper is placed correctly, carefully lift up your 
screen, making sure to not move your paper, and stick two pieces 
of thick tape or thin cardboard against the bottom edge of your 
paper, and two on the left or right edge. These registration tabs 
will stay on the table and act as a “jig” to keep all paper placed in 
the same area under your print.  

fabric
If printing shirts or bags, cut a piece of thick paper, cardboard, or 
foam board to slide inside the shirt to keep ink from bleeding onto 
the other side when printing.

If your goal is printing a single color image on a shirt, rule of thumb 
for printing shirts is to try and print the artwork three fingers width 
down from the collar. (Fig. 3)

♦ Given its tendency to bend and stretch, printing multicolor
artwork on fabric can be a bit more of a challenge than
printing on paper, but it is not impossible. As long as your
additional imagery does not need to line up too closely,
you can easily eyeball additional screens over the top of
previously printed images and print additional color to great
success. Any tighter registration on fabric may require more
elaborate screen printing set-ups than provided.



clean up

ink 
Using a spatula, squeegee, or hand-held scraper, collect any 
excess ink and return it to the original jar or any other airtight 
container — a container with a removable lid works well. You can 
easily store any excess ink at room temperature for a few weeks, 
or even months.  

All Speedball inks are water-based, and safe to wash down the 
drain. Soap and water will easily wash up any excess ink. Ink 
which has dried into the screen may need to be scrubbed or 
removed. It is natural that some inks may permanently stain a 
screen, but this will not affect print quality at all. 

work area, tools and supplies
Make sure to pick up and wipe down your work area. 

Using Speedball Pink Soap or dish soap, and a scrub brush, remove 
any excess ink from the blade and edges of the squeegee. Let 
dry. Remove tape from your screen frame and wash away excess 
ink with warm water before continuing on to removing the stencil.

cleaning your stencil 
As you wash ink from the screen, your stencil should fall loose 
from the screen. Use soap, water, and a soft scrub brush to 
remove all ink and paper from your screen. Dispose of paper 
stencil in the garbage and leave screen to dry.

printing your image
Oh boy, oh boy, now we get to print! 
Pulling your squeegee is the heart of the craft of screen printing. 
The speed of your pull, squeegee angle, pressure, and “ink-
wrangling” are some of the core skills for a good print.  

The full print stroke is comprised of pulling the ink toward you on 
the “print stroke,” then lightly pushing the ink back up to the top of 
the screen as a “flood stroke” to re-ink the screen and print again. 

print stroke flood stroke

test printing 
Before printing, it is always wise to print some “test prints” on 
scrap paper or fabric. This will help you recognize and remedy 
any issues before any legitimate printing. You can test print on 
anything you have laying around. 

3 4  5

printing steps

additional materials: 
• spray bottle of water (optional)

The following steps will guide your through the mechanics of a 
how to print. Good luck! See you on the print side: 

1 Scoop out and add a few tablespoons of ink along the top of the 
screen (farthest from you).
Do not lay any ink on your design or open mesh.

2 Place your squeegee behind the ink, tilted approximately 60 
degrees in order to create a sharp print edge. Pull the squeegee 
toward you and across your image, evenly applying as much 
pressure as it might require to open a heavy door. (Fig. 4) 

3 Stop your pull BEFORE you reach the bottom of the screen,
and lift your screen slightly to separate the screen from your 
print surface.

4 Lift your squeegee, and place it in FRONT of the bead of ink.
5 Applying light to no pressure at all, “flood” the ink back over 

your screen and image, towards the top of the screen.
6 Finish your flood stroke BEFORE you reach the top of the 

screen, lift your squeegee, and lean it against the back of the 
screen, behind the ink.

7 Lift your screen and…

experience the miracle of screen printing
Congratulations, you just produced your first screen print using 
the paper stencil method! (Fig. 5)

1 2 3 4

5

6

7
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draw your image 
• You can either sketch your image out on paper first, or lightly

draw your artwork directly onto the screen. (Careful not to tear
or puncture the screen with your pencil.)

• Make sure you allow at least a 2” margin between your artwork
and all four sides of the inside of your screen.

• Lay your screen face down on a flat work surface.

drawing fluid
Anything drawn with drawing fluid will become your printed image, 
so you may take advantage of the opportunity for painterly lines in 
your drawing.
• If you are tracing a sketch, place your sketch under the screen.
• Using drawing fluid (A) and a paintbrush (B), paint your desired

image. (Fig. 1)
• Try not to let the drawing fluid collect and drip through the

screen, or become too thick.
• Once done, let your screen dry completely.

screen filler 
The purpose of screen filler is to coat all areas of the screen which 
you do not want to print. Do not let the screen filler become too 
thick or drip through the screen. Don’t worry if the screen filler 
does not fully cover all the way to the inside edges of your frame 
— you will be taping these areas just before printing.

♦ If you’d like a little texture around the outside your image,
you can also intentionally NOT coat the screen perfectly with
screen filler, or also dry brush some of the edges for a more
organic and painterly textured border when you print. (Fig. 2)

• Stir the screen filler (C) thoroughly.
(Over time, it will settle forming a white layer on top.)

• Working over a sink, carefully drizzle a small amount of screen
filler onto the same side of the screen as your drawing fluid.

• With a SINGLE PASS of your squeegee or any flat-edge tool (D),
coat the entire screen including your drawn image. (Fig. 2)

• Do not "overwork" the screen filler over the drawing fluid or it
will dissolve some of the drawing fluid.

• Let your screen dry completely.

necessary tools

A drawing fluid
B paintbrush
C screen filler 
D squeegee or flat board for spreading

 3 2

1

washing out the drawing fluid
• Once the screen filler is completely dry, rinse your screen front

and back with cold or room temperature water.
• As you continue to rinse your screen, the blue drawing fluid

will begin to wash away from underneath the screen filler and
reveal your painted stencil. (Fig. 3)

• Hold your screen to the light to check on the quality of your
stencil. If some portions of your stencil are not washing out,
scrub gently with a non-soapy scrub brush. Conversely, portions
of your stencil which are unintentionally washing away can be
touched up and patched with tape or screen filler once your
screen is dry.

Once you have effectively washed out your image, set your 
screen aside and let your screen dry one last time.

♦ Knowing that you can paint with screen filler just as easily as
with drawing fluid, you can simply paint on the screen filler
leaving the screen open where you wish the stencil to print.

DRAWING FLUID AND SCREEN FILLER

 E C B

drawing
fluid

 D

screen
filler



printing your image
Oh boy, oh boy, now we get to print! 
Pulling your squeegee is the heart of the craft of screen printing. 
The speed of your pull, squeegee angle, pressure, and “ink-
wrangling” are some of the core skills for a good print.  

The full print stroke is comprised of pulling the ink toward you on 
the “print stroke,” then lightly pushing the ink back up to the top of 
the screen as a “flood stroke” to re-ink the screen and print again. 

print stroke flood stroke

test printing 
Before printing, it is always wise to print some “test prints” on 
scrap paper or fabric. This will help you recognize and remedy 
any issues before any legitimate printing. You can test print on 
anything you have laying around. 

creating your print
See “Creating Your Workspace” (Pg. 3) for  tool and 
workspace descriptions. 

off-contact 
To create a cleaner and crisper printed image, it helps to have the 
mesh slightly up off your print surface until the moment you press 
it down onto the surface with your print stroke. This is called “off-
contact.” A coin taped under each bottom corner of your screen 
can be an effective way to provide enough “off-contact” for the 
mesh before you print.

paper
One of the keys to a successful print is making sure your paper is 
in the right place every time. This is especially true when printing 
a multi-color image, which requires the art to be lined up, or “in 
registration.”

With your screen frame secured (if necessary — see “frame base/
hinge clamps” in “creating your workspace”), place your sheet of 
paper underneath your screen and adjust your sheet so that it is 
placed accurately in relation to your image stencil. You may need 
to lift and lower your screen a few times to check placement.

Once your print paper is placed correctly, carefully lift up your 
screen, making sure to not move your paper, and stick two pieces 
of thick tape or thin cardboard against the bottom edge of your 
paper, and two on the left or right edge. These registration tabs 
will stay on the table and act as a “jig” to keep all paper placed in 
the same area under your print.  

fabric
If printing shirts or bags, cut a piece of thick paper, cardboard, or foam 
board to slide inside the shirt to keep ink from bleeding onto the 
other side when printing.

If your goal is printing a single color image on a shirt, rule of thumb 
for printing shirts is to try and print the artwork three fingers width 
down from the collar. (Fig. 4)

♦ Given its tendency to bend and stretch, printing multicolor
artwork on fabric can be a bit more of a challenge than
printing on paper, but it is not impossible. As long as your
additional imagery does not need to line up too closely,
you can easily eyeball additional screens over the top of
previously printed images and print additional color to great
success. Any tighter registration on fabric may require more
elaborate screen printing set-ups than provided.

 54
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printing steps

additional materials: 
• spray bottle of water (optional)

The following steps will guide your through the mechanics of a 
how to print. Good luck! See you on the print side: 

1 Scoop out and add a few tablespoons of ink along the top of the 
screen (farthest from you). (Fig. 4)

  Do not lay any ink on your design or open mesh.
2 Place your squeegee behind the ink, tilted approximately 60 

degrees in order to create a sharp print edge. Pull the squeegee 
toward you and across your image, evenly applying as much 
pressure as it might require to open a heavy door. (Fig. 5) 

3 Stop your pull BEFORE you reach the bottom of the screen,
and lift your screen slightly to separate the screen from your 
print surface.

4 Lift your squeegee, and place it in FRONT of the bead of ink.
5 Applying light to no pressure at all, “flood” the ink back over 

your screen and image, towards the top of the screen.
6 Finish your flood stroke BEFORE you reach the top of the 

screen, lift your squeegee, and lean it against the back of the 
screen, behind the ink.

7 Lift your screen (Fig. 6) and…

experience the miracle of screen printing
Congratulations, you just produced your first screen print using 
the drawing fluid and screen filler method! (Fig. 7)

clean up

ink 
Using a spatula, squeegee, or hand-held scraper, collect any 
excess ink and return it to the original jar or any other airtight 
container — a yogurt container with a removable lid works well. 
You can easily store any excess ink at room temperature for a few 
weeks, or even months.  

All Speedball inks are water-based, and safe to wash down the 
drain. Soap and water will easily wash up any excess ink. Ink 
which has dried into the screen may need to be scrubbed or 
removed. It is natural that some inks may permanently stain a 
screen, but this will not affect print quality at all. 

work area, tools and supplies
Make sure to pick up and wipe down your work area. 
Using Speedball Pink Soap or dish soap, and a scrub brush, remove 
any excess ink from the blade and edges of the squeegee. Let 
dry. Remove tape from your screen frame and wash away excess 
ink with warm water before continuing on to removing the stencil.

cleaning your stencil 
If you would like to re-use your screen, do not leave screen filler 
sitting in your screen. The sooner you remove the screen filler, 
the easier it will be. Screen filler left on a screen over time can 
become permanent.

• Wash all ink from your screen. Screen filler can be removed
with Speedball’s Speed Clean. (It is natural for some red and
black inks to leave a stain on a screen. This will not affect the
print ability of your screen.)

• Apply Speed Clean to both sides of the screen with a spray
bottle or pour directly on the screen. Let sit and soak for
2-3 minutes.

• Scrub both sides thoroughly with a soft bristle brush in all
directions until you see the screen filler begin to dissolve or fall
away (1-3 minutes.) Let sit for an additional 3 minutes.

• Use a hose with a spray nozzle attachment to spray out the
softened screen filler. Hot water works best. The more powerful
the hose attachment, the easier the screen filler will wash out.

• Wash your screen once again and let dry.



If you can imagine that making a cut paper stencil is as easy as 
making toast, and creating a drawing fluid stencil is like making 
pancakes, then photo emulsion stencils are like making a gourmet 
omelet. There are numerous ways to experiment with tools, 
techniques, and exposures to fulfill your specific print needs or 
limitations. Be patient with your process. This is the most magic-
filled of the three stencil-making techniques. 

notes on photo emulsion 
Speedball’s Diazo Photo Emulsion is a 2-step process where 
the photo emulsion needs to be “activated.” To activate the 
emulsion, sensitizer must be added. The sensitizer is a very thick 
oil and needs water to create the right consistency for adding it 
to the photo emulsion. The big advantage of Speedball’s’ Diazo 
Photo Emulsion is there is no need for a light safe environment. 
Simply working under normal light will keep the emulsion from 
premature exposure. 

mixing emulsion
• Locate your bottle of photo emulsion (A) and little bottle of

sensitizer (B). (The sensitizer bottle is not empty!)
• Fill the sensitizer bottle approximately ½ full with water (tap or

distilled water works just fine.)
• Recap sensitizer bottle and shake vigorously! A craft stick can

be used to scrape at the bottom to ensure all the material is
stirred and dissolved.

• Open your bottle of photo emulsion – it will be bright blue.

necessary tools

A photo emulsion
B photo emulsion sensitizer
C stir stick
D black and white
 transparent film positive
E strong light source

- shop light (a photoflood
bulb is included in the
Speedball Light Kit or
Advanced All-In-One Kit)

- direct sun
F black paper/fabric
G glass or plexiglass

• Carefully pour your mixed bottle of sensitizer into the bottle of
photo emulsion. (Fig. 1)

• Stir well with a stir stick (C) until all the sensitizer is thoroughly
mixed into the photo emulsion and it turns a grassy green.
(If you’re worried you did not get all the sensitizer out of the
bottle, it is ok to add a small amount more water to the bottle,
shake again, and add it to the emulsion.)

• Store any unused emulsion in a cool, dark place.
The shelf life, if refrigerated, is approximately 4 months.

coating the screen
This is your first task of skillful craft. The fundamental goal of 
coating a screen is to thoroughly permeate the mesh with 
emulsion without overly saturating it and leaving emulsion 
dripping off your screen as it dries. 

coating with a squeegee:
• Lay your screen horizontally over a sink, tub, etc.
• Pour a generous bead of your mixed emulsion along one end of

your frame
• Place your squeegee behind the mixed emulsion and in a nice

easy motion, draw it across the screen, coating the screen with
emulsion as you go. (Fig. 2)

• Continue this step with the squeegee to ensure the one side is
fully coated.

• Repeat this same step so you coat one side (length-wise) and
then rotate and flip your screen to coat the other side (width-wise.)

• To remove excess emulsion run your squeegee over your screen
lightly. The extra emulsion can be collected back into the bottle. 

(See Advanced section [Pg. 15] for coating with a scoop coater.)

 A
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drying the screen 
When your emulsion dries it becomes light sensitive and requires 
your screen to be kept in a dark place. Cupboards, closets, empty 
drawers, etc. are all great places. 
• Lay your screen horizontally to dry for a minimum of 4 hours.

(Putting a fan on the screen will help speed up the drying time.)
• Keep your screen out of light until you are ready to expose. (If

you need to move it, you can store it in a black trash bag or a
box.)

• You can leave a coated screen unexposed (in a dark place out
of direct light and heat) for 1-2 weeks.

creating your artwork
The most effective image for use with photo emulsion is any 
artwork with a clear distinction between the black image and 
the white background. If creating handmade imagery, this would 
include hard-edged drawings done with black inks on transparent 
acetate, glass, or plexiglass. (Watercolor washes and light 
drawings will not expose well.) Another popular and effective 
way to create an image is to send a high-contrast, opaque image 
through a black and white laser or ink jet printer on a transparency 
sheet (D). (Speedball transparency sheets provided in some 
kits are for use with ink jet printers only.) The more opaque the 
artwork, the better. (Fig. 3) Taping two printed transparencies 
together can be an effective way to increase the opacity of your 
image. If using an actual photographic image, you may need to 
explore how to digitally create a black and white “halftone” of the 
image before you print it. Images with gray tones will not expose 
well. (Fig. 4)  

PHOTO EMULSION
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♦ If transparent acetate is not available, you can print your
image on regular white paper, rub the paper with a towel
and any household oil (vegetable, olive, canola, baby), wipe
off excess oil, and let dry. Although, the slight opacity of the
oiled paper may require a slightly longer exposure time.

Keep in mind, every screen fabric also has a resolution limit of its 
own, dictated by the mesh count of the screen fabric (see “basic 
tools” in the “screen” section at the beginning for further insight.) If 
you are losing detail when you expose your image, you may have 
too much detail for the mesh count to hold — attempt to create 
an even more graphic/less detailed image. This problem will arise 
most often with a halftone photograph image with dots too small 
to expose on a screen. 

exposing your image
The amount of time it will require to properly expose your image 
will depend mostly on your light source. A larger, brighter light 
source will require less time for a good exposure. A smaller, dimmer, 
light source will require more time. A clean and crisp exposure 
also requires even and accurate pressure between the screen 
and your artwork. 

♦ NOTE: You will now be working with an unexposed screen
out in the open, so take care to work quickly and outside of
direct light until the point that you are exposing your screen.

• Place your screen directly underneath your light source (E),
with the light source placed approximately as far from your
screen as the diagonal measurement of the screen to ensure
that the light source is far enough away to evenly expose your
entire image. (Fig. 5)

• Place something black (F) (black shirt, black piece of paper,
black foam-core, etc.) under your screen, your black and white
artwork on top, and a piece of glass or plexiglass (G) in the
screen on top of your artwork to press it into tight contact
against your screen. Without this pressure, any warps or
bends in your transparent sheet will lead to a blurry stencil.

♦ If you do not have plexiglass or glass, you can tape or glue
your transparency to your screen to temporarily adhere
it. If your plexiglass or glass is too big to fit inside the
screen frame, you can flip your screen over and place the
plexiglass or glass on top.

• Simultaneously, set a timer corresponding to the suggested
exposure times below, and turn on your light source.

 2 

Below are some rough estimations for exposure time, depending 
on popular available light sources: 

washing out your stencil 
• Using a spray nozzle or hose, apply a forceful spray of water to

both sides of your screen. (Fig. 6) (Do not use hot water.)
• Concentrate the water on your artwork as the water slowly

reveals your stencil.
• Continue spraying until all unwanted emulsion is gone and

you can easily see your stencil. You can check by holding your
screen up to a light and confirm there is no green emulsion in
your stencil.

• If your stencil is a bit “stubborn” light scrubbing with a soft bristle
brush over the screen can expedite the washout process.

semi-opaque black

photographic image

fully-opaque black

“halftone” image

4 3

glass/plexiglass
transparency
frame
black fabric/paper

Light Source: 250W BBA No. 1 Photoflood Bulb

frame size lamp height exposure time

8x10 inches 16 inches 7 minutes

10x14 inches 16 inches 8 minutes

12x18 inches 18 inches 10 minutes

16x20 inches 20 inches 12 minutes

any sunlight 45 seconds
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♦ If your emulsion washes out too easily, taking your image
with it, your exposure time was most likely too short and
you have underexposed your emulsion. If your emulsion is
extremely stubborn and difficult to spray out of the screen,
your exposure time was too long and you have overexposed
the emulsion.

But hopefully you have… 

EXPOSED YOUR FIRST SCREEN PRINTING PHOTO STENCIL! 

Dab your screen dry with newspaper or towel (Do not rub! The 
emulsion is still wet), and leave it to dry fully in front of a fan 
(optional.)

♦ You can expose your screen to light again (by itself without
the black and white film) to cure your emulsion even more.

creating your print
See “creating your workspace” (Pg. 3) for  tool and 
workspace descriptions. 

off-contact 
To create a cleaner and crisper printed image, it helps to have the 
mesh slightly up off your print surface until the moment you press 
it down onto the surface with your print stroke. This is called “off-
contact.” A coin taped under each bottom corner of your screen 
can be an effective way to provide enough “off-contact” for the 
mesh before you print.

paper
One of the keys to a successful print is making sure your paper is 
in the right place every time. This is especially true when printing 
a multi-color image, which requires the art to be lined up, or “in 
registration.”

With your screen frame secured (if necessary — see “frame base/
hinge clamps” in “creating your workspace”), place your sheet of 
paper underneath your screen and adjust your sheet so that it is 
placed accurately in relation to your image stencil. You may need 
to lift and lower your screen a few times to check placement.

Once your print paper is placed correctly, carefully lift up your 
screen, making sure to not move your paper, and stick two pieces 
of thick tape or thin cardboard against the bottom edge of your 
paper, and two on the left or right edge. These registration tabs 
will stay on the table and act as a “jig” to keep all paper placed in 
the same area under your print.  

fabric
If printing shirts or bags, cut a piece of thick paper, cardboard, or 
foam board to slide inside the shirt to keep ink from bleeding onto 
the other side when printing. (Fig. 7)

If your goal is printing a single color image on a shirt, rule of thumb 
for printing shirts is to try and print the artwork three fingers width 
down from the collar.

♦ Given its tendency to bend and stretch, printing multicolor
artwork on fabric can be a bit more of a challenge than
printing on paper, but it is not impossible. As long as your
additional imagery does not need to line up too closely,
you can easily eyeball additional screens over the top of
previously printed images and print additional color to great
success. Any tighter registration on fabric may require more
elaborate screen printing set-ups than provided.

6 5
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printing your image
Oh boy, oh boy, now we get to print! 
Pulling your squeegee is the heart of the craft of screen printing. 
The speed of your pull, squeegee angle, pressure, and “ink-
wrangling” are some of the core skills for a good print.  

The full print stroke is comprised of pulling the ink toward you on 
the “print stroke,” then lightly pushing the ink back up to the top of 
the screen as a “flood stroke” to re-ink the screen and print again. 

print stroke flood stroke

test printing 
Before printing, it is always wise to print some “test prints” on 
scrap paper or fabric. This will help you recognize and remedy 
any issues before any legitimate printing. You can test print on 
anything you have laying around. 

printing steps

additional materials: 
• spray bottle of water (optional)

The following steps will guide your through the mechanics of a 
how to print. Good luck! See you on the print side: 

1 Scoop out and add a few tablespoons of ink along the top of the 
screen (farthest from you).
Do not lay any ink on your design or open mesh.

2 Place your squeegee behind the ink, tilted approximately 60 
degrees in order to create a sharp print edge. Pull the squeegee 
toward you and across your image, evenly applying as much 
pressure as it might require to open a heavy door. (Fig. 8) 

3 Stop your pull BEFORE you reach the bottom of the screen,
and lift your screen slightly to separate the screen from your 
print surface.

4 Lift your squeegee, and place it in FRONT of the bead of ink.
5 Applying light to no pressure at all, “flood” the ink back over 

your screen and image, towards the top of the screen.
6 Finish your flood stroke BEFORE you reach the top of the 

screen, lift your squeegee, and lean it against the back of the 
screen, behind the ink.

7 Lift your screen (Fig. 9) and…

experience the miracle of screen printing
Congratulations, you just produced your first screen print using 
the photo emulsion method! (Fig. 10)

clean up

ink 
Using a spatula, squeegee, or hand-held scraper, collect any 
excess ink and return it to the original jar or any other airtight 
container — a yogurt container with a removable lid works well. 
You can easily store any excess ink at room temperature for a few 
weeks, or even months.  

All Speedball inks are water-based, and safe to wash down the 
drain. Soap and water will easily wash up any excess ink. Ink 
which has dried into the screen may need to be scrubbed or 
removed. It is natural that some inks may permanently stain a 
screen, but this will not affect print quality at all. 

work area, tools and supplies
Make sure to pick up and wipe down your work area. 

Using Speedball Pink Soap or dish soap, and a scrub brush, remove 
any excess ink from the blade and edges of the squeegee. Let 
dry. Remove tape from your screen frame and wash away excess 
ink with warm water before continuing on to removing the stencil.

removing emulsion 
See the "advanced" section (Page 15) for reclaiming a screen and 
emulsion removal. 

1 2 3 4
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coating screens with a scoop coater

♦ Scoop coaters are manufactured in a wide variety of widths.
Make sure your scoop coater is an appropriate size to fit
inside the interior dimensions of your screen frame or else
you will not be able to effectively coat your screen.

• Set your scoop coater (A) on a flat surface, and pour a generous
amount (approximately 1/3 full) of your mixed emulsion into the
clean trough of your scoop coater. (Fig. 1)

• Hold your screen at a slight vertical angle.
• With your other hand, hold the scoop coater steady and angle it

so the black edges are squarely against the mesh at the bottom
of your screen.

• Slightly tip the coater forward and allow a bead of emulsion to
pour out and make contact with the screen across the entire
edge of your scoop coater.

• Keep your scoop coater against the screen and in a nice easy
motion, draw it upward across the screen, coating the screen
with emulsion as you go. (Fig. 2)

• Once you reach the top of the screen, slowly tilt the scoop
coater back to allow the emulsion to flow back into the trough.

• Repeat this same step so you coat one side (length-wise) and
then rotate your screen to coat the second side (width-wise).

• Once coated, remove excess emulsion by continuing to run
your scoop coater over your screen, but tipped back so as to
NOT apply any additional emulsion. You are simply removing
any excess emulsion.

necessary tools

A photo emulsion remover
B scoop coater

reclaiming your screen 
If you would like to re-use your screen for additional images do 
not leave photo emulsion sitting in your screen. You will need to 
fully remove the current photo emulsion on your screen before 
you can reuse the screen. The sooner you remove the photo 
emulsion, the easier it will be. Photo emulsion left on a screen 
over time can become permanent.

• Wash all ink from your screen. Photo emulsion can be removed
with Speedball Emulsion Remover. (It is natural for some red
and black inks to leave a stain on a screen. This will not affect
the print ability of your screen.)

• Let your screen dry completely.
• Apply Emulsion Remover to both sides of the screen with a

spray bottle or pour directly on the screen. Let sit and soak for
2-3 minutes.

• Scrub both sides thoroughly with a soft bristle brush in all
directions until you see the emulsion begin to dissolve or fall
away (1-3 minutes.) Let sit for an additional 3 minutes.

• Use a hose with a spray nozzle attachment to spray out the
softened emulsion. The more powerful the hose attachment,
the easier the photo emulsion will wash out. You can only get
one shot at this because if all the emulsion does not rinse out
it will become permanent in the screen.

• Wash your screen once again and let dry.

♦ A power washer is a professional standard for all screen
printing shops, and makes quick work of the most stubborn
screen filler or emulsion. Follow the steps above, substituting
a power washer for spraying out the emulsion/filler. If you
do not own a power washer,  many self-service car washes
have power washers available. OBSERVE CAUTION with any
power washer, the spray can be powerful enough to break
the skin.

multicolor registration

trapping
When printing multicolor prints always print light colors before 
dark colors. This is helpful for “trapping” lighter colors underneath 
darker colors for ease of printing. Trapping is a print technique to 
remedy the problem of imperfect image alignment. When you add 
trapping to an image, you are creating a visual buffer in between 
colors so that shifts in registration are not as noticeable.

In the example above (C), trapping is applied to the blue ‘A’ by 
“spreading” the blue ink outside the original letter shape and into 
the gray area. Without trapping, it could become quite challenging 
to line up the blue ‘A’ perfectly with the white ‘A’ in the gray circle, 
leading to headaches, and a distracting white halo wherever the 
images did not line up perfectly (D). 

paper
Assuming you have followed the instructions under "registering 
your image," you should be able to repeat the initial registration 
process and align your second screen with your first color. Again, 
using registration tabs or registration pins to assure consistent 
print placement.

fabric
Trapping is essential in printing multicolor on fabric as well, but 
the professional approach to printing multicolor shirts is to use 
a “carousel press.” This press is comprised of a stationery print 
surface for the shirt, and 2-to-4 screen frames locked into a 
rotating carousel. These screens are pulled down one-by-one 
to the print surface to print, and brought back up again in order 
to heat-cure the shirt before printing the next color on the next 
carousel arm.

1  2

 B
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AAA AAA
out of registration
WITH trapping

D AA
out of registration
WITHOUT trapping
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TROUBLESHOOTING

the paper stencil peeled off my screen 
Try to gently re-attach your stencil to the screen and print again. 
The adhesion of the ink should keep your stencil on. If not, see if 
you can tape an outer edge of the loose stencil to your screen. 

paper stencil has ripped/deteriorated 
You can expect a paper stencil to deteriorate over the length of 
20-50 pulls as it takes on more water from the ink. If your stencil is
ripped but salvageable, attempt to re-attach it to your screen and
test print.

stencil is wrinkled on the screen 
Sometimes a wrinkle can be smoothed out with your finger, 
flattened out by lightly pulling on your stencil, or overcome by 
simply pushing harder on your print stroke. 

ink is bleeding outside the image (A) 
Wipe residual ink off the underside of your screen, and print 
again with less pressure. (This is common when your print or flood 
strokes are too heavy, forcing ink outside of your print image.)

image was printing, but now is
starting to print less each print (B)
Because you are printing with water-based inks, it can be possible 
for the ink to dry and clog up your screen. Spray your screen with 
a bit of water and print a few test prints to lubricate. 

image wasn’t printing,
but now it is with ink pooling
Your screen is too far from your print surface, causing ink to pool 
on the bottom of your screen as you continue to print. This is 
usually caused by too light a print stroke, or your “off-contact” (see 
“Printing Your Image”) being too high. Bring your screen in closer 
contact with your print surface on your print stroke through greater 
pressure or less distance. 

image is not printing in spots (C) 
As you print, you can pick up a particulate (hair, crumb, speck of 
dust, etc.) on the underside of your screen. If you see a spot that is 
not printing, check underneath your screen for any dirt.
You may also have some screen filler or photo emulsion in your 
printing image. Hold your screen up to light and ensure no parts 
of your design are being blocked by screen filler or emulsion. 
You can use your paint brush dipped in Speedball Speed Clean or 
Emulsion Remover to attempt to wash away the small spots in your 
printing image. 

portions are printing I do not want to print 
These spots are referred to as “pinholes.” These pinholes may 
be where the screen filler or photo emulsion washed out. These 
pinholes simply need to be patched. First, start by spraying the 
top of your screen with a bit of water to keep ink from drying. 
Then, with a small brush on the underside of the screen, apply 
screen filler or emulsion over the pinholes. Wait until dry, then try 
printing again. If larger spots persist, they can also be blocked out 
with small pieces of masking tape. 

lost detail (in light parts of image)
and/or image is too light (D) 
This may be not enough emulsion washing away due to an 
overexposed screen. Check to see if the lighter details of your 
image are not printing overall. If so, you may need to remove 
the emulsion, re-coat your screen, and re-expose again for a 
shorter time. Otherwise, attempting to apply more pressure, or 
repeat print strokes more than once for each print, can sometimes 
remedy an overexposed screen. 

lost detail (in dark parts of image) and/or 
spots printing on screen (E)
This may be too much emulsion washing away due to an 
underexposed screen. It is possible to touch up portions of the 
screen by covering the area with tape, or carefully painting some 
white out to the bottom of the screen and letting it dry. If the 
overall art is printing too spotty, or continuing to grow spottier, 
you may need to remove the emulsion, re-coat your screen, and 
expose your image again for a longer time.

edges look soft, or blurry (F) 
This indicates there was not close enough contact between 
the black and white artwork and the screen during exposure. If 
art is unacceptable, remove the emulsion, re-coat your screen, 
and expose your image again — paying attention to keep the 
screen and the film pressed together as tightly as possible. We 
recommend placing a piece of glass on top of the artwork to 
ensure some weight is applied to the artwork and screen.

 D E FA C B
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GLOSSARY
Artwork –  1. Any drawn, cut, or printed image or text used to create 
your stencil. 2. A finished screen printed image on any chosen media. 

Coat – Covering a screen with a thin layer of photo emulsion with 
a squeegee or scoop coater.

Cure – A process of using heat (i.e. household iron) to completely 
fuse ink to fabric media. (Incorrect term for drying the ink.)

Dark Space – Location (i.e. cupboard, drawer) devoid of light for 
used for drying screens coated with emulsion. 

Degrease – A process of removing leftover dust and oils from the 
manufacturing process on a newly made screen.

Emulsion – (Diazo = 2-step) Photosensitive media used to coat a 
screen to prepare the screen for a photo exposure. 

Exposure – The process of exposing a screen coated with 
emulsion and a film positive to a light source for an exact period of 
time in order to create a successful photo stencil in the emulsion, 
and thus on the screen.

Film positive  – A black and white image printed onto a 
transparent sheet for use as an image to create a photo stencil in 
the photo exposure process.

Frame – The wood or aluminum exterior housing onto which the 
screenprinting mesh is applied.

Frame Base  – A freestanding wood print surface along with a 
wood and metal hinged unit used to keep screen stationary,  while 
also allowing the screen to be freely lifted up and down during the 
screenprinting process.

Hinge Clamp – A pair of hand-tightening metal hinges used to 
keep screens stationary, while also allowing the screen to be 
freely lifted up and down in the screenprinting process. Typically 
installed with screws onto a print surface.

Hit – One single pull producing a single imprint of ink onto any 
media.

Kickleg – A wooden rod or stick loosely screwed onto the side 
of a frame which holds up a screen frame in between prints to 
remove and replace media from underneath the frame.

Line Art – Artwork defined by hard-edged black and white image 
quality.

Mesh/Screen –  Fabric firmly attached to the screenprinting frame 
by either adhesive, staple, or tension rope, through which the 
stencil is applied, and artwork is printed through.

Mesh Count – The quantity of threads per one inch of screen 
mesh. Typically designates fidelity and ability for detail in a mesh.

Media – Any material appropriate to print on, including (but not 
limited to): fabric, paper, cardboard, t-shirts, bags, etc.

Negative – An image which is printed, drawn, or cut in its tonal 
inverse. 

Off-contact – The process of slightly raising a screen and frame 
up off a print surface for the purpose of a cleaner print.

Opacity/Opaque – Ink or media which lacks transparency.

Overexposed – A photo stencil which has been exposed to a light 
source for too long, leading to too light an image, reduced detail, 
and difficulty in spraying out the image with water.

Photo Stencil – The image created in a screen through the 
combination of a film positive, a screen coated with photo 
emulsion, and an exposure with proper light source.

Print – 1. The act of pulling the squeegee across a screen for the 
purpose of creating screen printed artwork. 2. The screen printed 
artwork produced.

Print side – The recessed side of a screen and frame on which 
the ink is placed and the squeegee is pulled to print artwork.

Print Surface – A flat surface which the print media is placed on 
before printing.

Pull – The act of pulling a squeegee across a screen for the purpose 
of printing an image.

Positive – An image which is printed, drawn, or cut in its original/
intended tone or shape.

Reclaim – Removing emulsion or screen filler with water and 
chemicals for the purpose of reusing the screen for additional 
printed images.

Registration – Proper alignment of two or more printed images on 
top of each other. 

Scoop Coater – A trough-shaped tool used for coating a screen 
with photo emulsion.

Screen – (See Mesh/Screen)

Squeegee – A wide piece of rubber or plastic, housed in a wood 
or plastic handle. Used to pull ink across a screen in order to 
produce a screen printed image.

Stencil – The open area on a screen through which ink is passed 
through the print process in order to produce printed artwork. A 
stencil can be made of paper, screen filler/drawing fluid, or photo 
emulsion.

Textile – Any variety of fabric for printing upon. 

Trapping – The process of expanding the visual edge of one 
artwork out and underneath another artwork printed over the top. 
Useful in multicolor printing.

Transparency – 1. A clear sheet of plastic/acetate used for printing 
a film positive. 2. Any ink which, when printed, still reveals other 
artwork printed underneath.

Underexposed – A photo stencil which has been exposed to a 
light source for too short a time, leading to too dark an image, loss 
of detail, and emulsion spraying out too easily with water.
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